Identifying active transcription factors (TFs) that bind to cis-regulatory regions in the genome to regulate differential gene expression is a key task in gene regulation research. TF binding profiles from numerous existing ChIP-seq data can be utilized for association analysis with query data for TF identification, as alternative to DNA sequence motif analysis. Here, we present BARTweb, an interactive webserver for identifying TFs whose genomic binding patterns associate with input genomic features, by leveraging over 13,000 public ChIP-seq datasets for human and mouse. Using an updated Binding Analysis for Regulation of Transcription (BART) algorithm, BARTweb can identify functional TFs that regulate a gene set, or have a binding profile correlated with a ChIP-seq profile or enriched in a genomic region set, without a priori information of the cell type. Compared with the original BART package, BARTweb substantially reduces the execution time of a typical job by two orders of magnitude. We also show that BARTweb outperforms other existing tools in identifying true TFs from collected experimental data. BARTweb is a useful webserver for performing functional analysis of gene regulation. BARTweb is freely available at http://bartweb.org.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription factors (TFs) play an instrumental role in controlling gene expression by interacting with regulatory DNA elements in the eukaryotic genome (1) . An important task in gene regulation studies is to identify active TFs that function to regulate genes with differential expression or are enriched in certain regions in the genome. Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) has become one of the most commonly used techniques for genome-wide profiling of TF binding sites and chromatin marks (2, 3) . The increasingly large amount of publicly available ChIP-seq datasets generated by individual laboratories worldwide as well as large collaborating consortia such as Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) (4) and Roadmap Epigenomics (5) is a valuable resource for interrogating genomic profiles for hundreds of TFs in many human and mouse cell types (6) . As an alternative to DNA-binding sequence motif search, compendium ChIP-seq data collected from the public domain can be utilized to perform TF identification or association analysis, as ChIP-seq carry direct binding information of TFs and cover the entire genome, most of which is non-coding but contains regulatory elements such as enhancers.
To leverage publicly available ChIP-seq data for TF identification, we previously developed Binding Analysis for Regulation of Transcription (BART), an algorithm to identify TFs from a large collection of ChIP-seq data that have a genomic binding pattern highly correlated with an input genomic profile, using a novel statistical approach integrating multiple levels of statistical tests (7) . To predict TFs regulating a query gene set, BART first apply Model-based Analysis of Regulation of Gene Expression (MARGE) (8) to derive a genomic cis-regulatory (enhancer) profile from the input gene set using a semi-supervised learning approach leveraging compendium ChIP-seq data for active enhancer histone mark H3K27ac, then generate a ranked list of TFs that have a highly correlated binding profile with the cis-regulatory profile. While proven to work for identifying functional TFs from many case studies (7, (9) (10) (11) (12) , BART requires users to download large ChIP-seq data libraries that can be storage and memory-consuming, and sometimes runs slow primarily due to step-wise regression computation in MARGE.
There are several other bioinformatics tools that also use existing ChIP-seq data for TF identification or enrichment analysis, such as TFEA.ChIP (13) and ChEA3 (14) . TFEA.ChIP applies the Fisher's exact test or the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) method (15) for TF enrichment analysis using ChIP-seq data collected from the ReMap database (16) . ChEA3 integrates multiple sources of TF-target association information including ChIP-seq, co-expression from RNA-seq, and collected crowd-based gene lists (17) to generate a ranked list of TFs associated with query gene sets. HOMER (18) and Pscan (19) , representing conventional sequence motif-based methods for TF identification from target gene sets, are also included in our work for comparison and evaluation purposes.
To overcome several data-intensive computing burdens and to improve the performance of the original BART package, we present BARTweb, a web-server application for users to perform transcription factor identification analysis associated with multiple types of query data. BARTweb is accessible through a user-friendly web interface, from which users can submit three types of input data: a gene set, a ChIP-seq mapped read dataset, or a scored genomic region set. The output includes a table of TFs ranked by a series of quantification scores with statistical assessments, as well as several analysis plots for each TF. BARTweb incorporates an updated data library, which includes over 13,000 high-quality ChIP-seq datasets for over 900 human transcription factors and over 500 mouse transcription factors. BARTweb also implements an updated BART algorithm applying adaptive Lasso (20) in place of MARGE step-wise regression for faster and more robust performances. We demonstrate that BARTweb outperforms several existing tools in identifying true TFs from curated experimental data, and can be a useful tool for the gene regulation research community.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

BARTweb server infrastructure design
In order to provide a user-friendly and stable service through web interface, we designed a two-part structure for the BARTweb server: a front-end web interface part and the back-end computing service ( Figure 1 ). The front-end layer is used to receive users' job submission requests and to display job execution information and results. The back-end service performs all of the computation. We containerized both parts into Docker and deployed them on a 17-server Distributed Cloud Operating System (DCOS) cluster for continuous and stable services.
The front-end web interface was developed and implemented in Flask, a lightweight, easy-toextend, Python syntax-based framework. To support simultaneous users, we deployed it under Apache 2.4 inside a Docker container. The back-end service uses our updated BART algorithm implemented in Python3. To ensure continuous deployment of the website, we serialized both parts into a Github repository and use Travis Continuous Integration (Travis-CI) to automatically push the code changes into the online environment running in production.
To connect the front-end and the back-end, as well as to allow the application to scale to many users, we employed a robust queue using Amazon's Simple Queue Service (SQS) to temporarily store job keys. Every time a user submits a new job request through the web interface, the BARTweb front-end pushes a message unique to that request into the queue. Meanwhile, the BARTweb backend routinely checks that queue for incoming requests, executes as soon as a new job comes in, and removes the request from the queue. Using a message queue also ensures that if the back-end service is unavailable, the messages submitted by users are still captured and can be processed later.
We generate a unique key and a corresponding uniform resource locator (URL) once a job is submitted. Users can leave BARTweb running in the background or store the key for later retrieving the results. Users have the option to provide their email addresses for receiving notifications about the job status and the result URL. The results are kept on the server with the unique keys or URLs for a minimum of 180 days, so that users can retrieve and share the results anytime for a while after running the job. BARTweb does not store user submitted data.
Updated BART algorithm
In BARTweb, we applied an updated BART algorithm, in which the inference of the genomic cisregulatory profile from the input gene set by integrating compendium H3K27ac ChIP-seq data was replaced from the original MARGE algorithm (8) . MARGE adopts a forward stepwise regression for feature selection to identify significant predictors, i.e., informative H3K27ac profiles that carry regulatory potential information to better separate the input gene set from other genes in the genome.
However, stepwise regression has fundamental limitations including selecting extremely variable features and frequently trapped into a local optimal solution. In addition, k-fold cross-validation makes the entire job execution very slow. In the updated algorithm, we use adaptive lasso (20) for this feature selection process.
Similar to MARGE, we consider the selection of informative H3K27ac samples as a logistic regression model. Suppose ! = ($ % , … $ ( ) * be the response vector indicating whether a gene belongs to a given gene set or not, and + = [-% , … -. ] be the predictor matrix, i.e., the normalized regulatory potential (RP) matrix derived from H3K27ac profiles (8) . We assume that 0 $ + = 1/(1 + 5 6 (7 8 * -8 :⋯:7 < * -< ) )
We further assume |{?: A B * ≠ 0}| = F G < F, and the model to estimate the input gene set depends only on a sparse representation of the predictors, i.e., a small subset of samples from the H3K27ac
ChIP-seq data compendium. We use adaptive lasso to identify an accurate sparse representation of the predictors. The generalized logistic adaptive lasso is defined as
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The adaptive lasso carries the oracle properties, namely, it can simultaneously achieve consistent variable selection and optimal prediction rate. Compared to lasso, which equally penalizes the coefficients in the ℓ % penalty, adaptive lasso uses data-dependent adaptive weights to penalize different coefficients in the ℓ % penalty. The weight vector can be selected based on the importance of different indictors, e.g., large coefficients do not be penalized much as the corresponding variables can be important, and the irrelevant variables are penalized more. By performing a different regularization for each coefficient, the adaptive lasso avoids over-penalization of relevant coefficients, reduces the estimation biases, and leads to a consistent model selection (21). Besides, adaptive lasso is asymptotically as efficient as the least squares regression using a proper model. By applying the LARS algorithm (22) that is implemented in our model, the adaptive lasso is in the same order of computation of a single ordinary least squares (OLS) fit (20) .
If the weights are cleverly chosen, the adaptive lasso performs equally well as if the true underlying model were given in advance (20) . The weights can be initiated as c = 1/|I| d , where I can be the 6 least-squares estimator I ols or the ridge regression estimator I ridge , and g > 0.
Here we iteratively construct the data dependent adaptive weights. The weights are initiated as an all-onevector, and then are iteratively determined by the coefficient from the logistic lasso in the previous step. The algorithm is described in Supplementary Data: Algorithm 1.
After relevant H3K27ac samples are selected, we directly apply the feature coefficients on the H3K27ac signals for each candidate enhancer site (union DNase hypersensitive site, UDHS) and produce a score as the enhancer prediction, instead of using the K-means-based semi-supervised learning in MARGE. The higher the score is, the more likely this site is a functional element regulating the input gene set. All candidate enhancer sites with prediction scores compose the genomic regulatory profile, which undergoes the rest steps in the BART algorithm.
Updated ChIP-seq data library
The amount of available ChIP-seq data keeps growing in the public domain. In order to increase the analysis power, we updated the ChIP-seq data library to cover more TFs in more cell types for both human and mouse. We downloaded the TF ChIP-seq peak files from the updated version of Cistrome Data Browser (23). Under the same quality control standards used in BART v1.1 (7), we processed the peak data and kept only the datasets that have at least 2,000 peaks. The current data library contains 7,968 ChIP-seq datasets for 918 human TFs and 5,851 ChIP-seq datasets for 565 mouse TFs, a significant increase from BART 1.1 (Figure 2A, B ). It is worth noting that although histone modification ChIP-seq data were excluded, we still keep many chromatin regulators (e.g., EZH2) and some histone variants (e.g., H2A.Z) in the TF ChIP-seq data library. Although these chromatin factors do not necessarily bind DNA directly and usually are not categorized as "transcription factors", many of them still have gene regulation-related functions. Therefore, we still include them to maintain a diverse collection of regulatory factors and a strong analysis power. For simplicity in terminologies, we refer to all DNA-associating protein factors as transcription factors (TFs), without detailed separation between DNA-binding TFs and chromatin regulators, etc.
Other data in the library largely remain the same as BART 1. Therefore, we only stored the true binding TF dataset information for each UDHS, and discarded other information. In this way, we could save storage space and increase running speed at the same time.
RESULTS
BARTweb improvements on TF coverage and running time
We demonstrated the performance of BARTweb using the six public differentially expressed gene sets upon different TF perturbation that were used in BART (7) . We found that with updated data library (Figure 2A, B ) and improved algorithm, the running time for BARTweb was substantially reduced compared with BART v1.1, from nearly 3 hours to less than 5 minutes ( Figure 2C ), for all 6
TFs. Meanwhile, the prediction accuracy remains high (Supplementary Figure S1 ).
BARTweb input
BARTweb can accept any one of the three data types as input:
(i) a gene set in official gene symbols in text format. BARTweb will first integrate the gene set with H3K27ac ChIP-seq data compendium to derive a genomic cis-regulatory profile, which represents the ranked list of functional regulatory elements (enhancers) that are predicted as more likely to regulate the input gene set compared to other genes in the genome. Then TF association analysis was performed on this genomic cis-regulatory profile. At least 100 genes are recommended in the input.
(ii) a ChIP-seq mapped read dataset in BAM or BED format. BARTweb will first pile up the ChIPseq reads located at the UDHS, and use the read count at each UDHS site to generate a ranked list of candidate regulatory elements, or the genomic regulatory profile, to perform TF association analysis. At least 1 million reads are recommended in the input.
(iii) a scored genomic region set in 4-6 column BED format. BARTweb will first map the region set to UDHS, and assign the region score to each UDHS overlapped with the region to generate the ranked list of candidate regulatory elements, or the genomic regulatory profile, to perform TF association analysis. At least 1,000 regions are recommended in the input.
Currently, only human (hg38) or mouse (mm10) are supported for mapped ChIP-seq read data or region set annotations. When submitting a job through the web interface, users need to specify the species and input data type besides providing the input data. The input data can be either uploaded as a file in a correct format, or pasted in the input field.
BARTweb output
Once a job is submitted, a status indicator and a processing log will be displayed on the web interface. BARTweb usually takes around 3-5 minutes to run the job, then it will display the result panel, including a ranked list of all TFs with quantification scores ( Figure 3A) In the output TF table ( Figure 3A ), all available TFs (918 in human or 565 in mouse) will be displayed accompanied by six quantification scores in Columns 2-7. There are explanations on each column for definition reminder. Clicking on the column header can re-order the whole list by that score in a descending or ascending way. H3K27ac ChIP-seq datasets from the data compendium for ChIP-seq read input, respectively.
• Max AUC (Column 5): The maximum association score among multiple ChIP-seq datasets of that TF.
• Relative rank (Column 6): The average rank of Wilcoxon test statistic, Z-score and maxAUC for each TF, divided by the total number of TFs.
• Irwin-Hall P-value (Column 7): This P-value indicates the integrative rank significance, using the Irwin-Hall distribution as the null distribution for unrelated ranks. The output TFs are ranked by this P-value by default. User can use 0.01 as a threshold for significant TF identification.
Example results shown in Figure 3 were authentically generated by BARTweb, using a gene set that were downregulated upon transcription factor OCT4 (POU5F1) was knocked down in a human embryonic stem cell line. This input gene set should include direct target genes of POU5F1. As expected, POU5F1 was identified as the top ranked regulator of the input gene set, whereas several other ESC-specific TFs such as NANOG and SOX2 were also identified.
Each TF in the table has a link to its corresponding analysis plots, including cumulative distribution of association scores (AUC) ( Figure 3B ) and rank-dot plot ( Figure 3C ). The cumulative distribution is plotted based on association scores of that TF comparing to all factors. When the curve of that TF appears on the right of all factors as background, it indicates that many ChIP-seq datasets for that TF have high association scores with the input genomic regulatory profile. The rank-dot plot is the most comprehensive and most straightforward plot in the analysis result. It plots Irwin-Hall P-value scores against absolute ranks of all TFs with the selected factor highlighted. Users can hover the mouse on other data points to find out which TF it is. The plots are in a high resolution of 600 dpi and can be downloaded and directly used in a manuscript. 
BARTweb outperforms existing tools
To evaluate the performance of BARTweb on identifying the correct TFs that regulate the input gene set, we performed TF identification analysis using the gene sets derived from knockTF (25), a database of a comprehensive collection of a total of 570 human differential gene expression profiles with knockdown/knockout (KD/KO) of 308 TFs, and compared the BARTweb results with those generated from several other tools, including BART v1.1 (7) , TFEA.ChIP (13), ChEA3 (14), Pscan (19) , and HOMER (18) . We summarized the features of the tools being compared in Supplementary   Table S1 . For each differential gene expression profile under a KD/KO TF, we used a fold-change cutoff of 1.5 to select the up-and down-regulated genes and conduct TF identification analyses separately. If the actual KD/KO TF was ranked among the top 10% of all TFs in the output and the corresponding P-value < 0.01 for either up-or down-regulated gene set, we declared that this tool yielded a true prediction on this dataset for this TF. Among the 570 differential expression datasets, 354 have their KD/KO TF included in the BARTweb TF library, and BARTweb had true predictions on 104 datasets, higher than the other tools ( Figure 4A ). If we focused on the number of unique TFs that each tool can successfully identify from the konckTF differentially expressed gene sets, BARTweb yielded true predictions for 61 TFs, also the highest among the tools tested ( Figure 4B ).
As general users tend to focus on only a few identified TFs ranked on top, the top 10% of all TFs could still be too many to follow up. Therefore, we further assessed the true prediction performances comparing the 5 tools, using top 0.5% and top 1% as cutoffs in addition to top 10%. In every case, we found that BARTweb still yielded true predictions on the highest number of gene expression datasets ( Figure 4C ) and the highest number of unique TFs ( Figure 4D ). In conclusion, we showed that BARTweb outperforms existing ChIP-seq-based and sequence motif-based tools in identifying regulatory TFs using the target gene sets from experimental data.
DISCUSSION
We developed BARTweb, a web server for performing regulatory factor association analysis using a large collection of publicly available ChIP-seq datasets as the sole resource. This approach complements the commonly used sequence motif scan methods for TF identification, and has the unique advantage of utilizing in vivo protein-DNA interaction information across the genome for making biologically meaningful predictions. BARTweb has a user-friendly web interface, and can take in multiple types of input data. Despite integrating massive data with memory-intensive computing, BARTweb runs fairly fast by applying appropriate algorithms supported by statistical models.
Meanwhile, users should be aware of several limitations when using BARTweb for TF association analysis. First, as shown in Figure 4 , the power of BARTweb is limited by the range of TFs that have existing ChIP-seq data from the public domain. The current data library of 918 factors might cover over half of human TFs, with the remaining hundreds of TFs still unable to be identified by BARTweb.
While BARTweb is being maintained and updated, we expect that the TF coverage will keep growing, as we anticipate the publicly available ChIP-seq datasets will keep increasing. Secondly, similar to other tools, BARTweb does not consider cell-type specificity in the TF association analysis, although we do not think this is an issue. Because of the DNA sequence specificity of TF binding, genomic binding profiles of the same TF in different tissue/cell types are usually more similar to each other than binding profiles between different TFs in the same tissue/cell type (Supplementary Figure S2) .
As a result, as long as the genomic cis-regulatory profile represents the binding profile of the functional TF, the BART algorithm is still able to find the correct TF, even from a different cell type, but unlikely to identify an irrelevant TF from a similar cell type. Nevertheless, as shown to have a superior performance than several similar tools, BARTweb is a powerful and easy-to-use bioinformatics web server for transcription factor analysis for different types of omics data. It can help biologists in gene regulation research interpret the experimental data and develop hypothesis for functional studies. Irwin-Hall P-value score (-log 10 P-value) against its rank. Selected TF (POU5F1) was labelled in red. Figure S2. (A) Genome-wide TF binding specificity compared with tissue/cell-type specificity. For each TF with more than 50 ChIP-seq datasets among the 3485 collected human datasets, the Yule distance between each pair of datasets from different tissue types was calculated (orange). For each tissue type with more than ChIP-seq 50 datasets, the Yule distance between each pair of datasets of different factors was calculated (blue 
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